HIGH TEMPERATURE INTEGRATED ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS FOR ENGINE CONDITION MONITORING
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ABSTRACT

Employing a portable on-site fabrication kit, high temperature integrated ultrasonic transducers (IUTs) made of bismuth titanate piezoelectric film, of thickness greater than 50 µm, have been coated directly onto a modified CF700 turbojet engine outer casing, oil sump and supply lines and gaskets using sol-gel spray technology. Transducers top electrodes, electrical wires, conducting adhesive bond, connectors and cables have all been successfully tested for temperatures up to 500°C. The excellent ultrasonic performance of these IUTs is demonstrated in this paper and the potential applications for the non-intrusive real-time temperature and lubricant oil quality and metal debris monitoring have been identified and discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing demand to improve the performance, reduce downtime, increase reliability and extend the life of engines requires the use of sensors for continuous engine conditions monitoring during development and service. It is established that methods employing piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers (UTs) are widely used for real-time, in-situ or off-line non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of large metallic structures including airplanes, automobiles, ships, pressure vessels, pipelines, etc. because of their subsurface inspection capability, fast inspection speed, simplicity and cost-effectiveness [1-3]. In this investigation the objective is to develop and evaluate effective integrated UT (IUT) technology to perform non-intrusive engine NDE and structural health monitoring (SHM). The intended applications include non-intrusive real-time temperature, lubricant oil quality, and metal debris monitoring within the turbojet engine environment. For this purpose a portable on-site IUT fabrication technique is most desirable. Additionally, because engines operate at elevated temperatures, the developed IUT technology including piezoelectric UTs together with electrical wire, conductive bonding agent, connectors and cables must be assessed. In this study the assessment is aimed and limited to temperatures up to 500°C.

PORTABLE ON-SITE INTEGRATED ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER FABRICATION

The engine to be used is a modified (fan module removed) CF700 turbojet engine as shown in Figure 1 at the Institute for Aerospace Research (IAR), of the National Research Council (NRC) of Canada. In order to coat high temperature IUT directly onto the engine components and on-site, a portable IUT fabrication kit has been developed. The fabrication of IUTs involves a sol-gel based sensor fabrication process [4-6]. Such process consists of six main steps: (1) preparing high dielectric constant lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) solution, (2) ball milling of piezoelectric bismuth titanate (BIT) powders to submicron size, (3) sensor spraying using slurries from steps (1) and (2) to produce the thin film UT, (4) heat treating to produce a solid BIT composite (BIT-c) thin film UT, (5) Corona poling to obtain piezoelectricity, and (6) electrode painting for electrical connectivity. Steps (3) and (4) are used multiple times to produce optimal film thickness for specified ultrasonic operating frequency and performance. Silver or platinum paste was used to fabricate top electrodes. BIT-c was used because of its high temperature (500°C) endurance [5, 6]. Figure 2 shows the lower and upper levels of the developed portable IUT fabrication kit. The kit with dimensions of 0.8×0.53×0.3 m³, consists of the following item:

a. BIT powders and PZT solution (used in step 1).

b. One ball milling device, sand papers, detergent, acetone and methanol for sample cleaning (used in step 2).

c. One air brush, one compressor air device, and two glass beakers for cleaning of air brush (used in step 3).

d. One heat gun, one propane torch, two high temperature gloves, and one thermo-couple (used in step 4).

e. One Corona poling device (used in step 5).

f. One silver and one platinum paste pen, and one multi-meter to measure resistance of the electrode and temperature together with a thermocouple. Special high temperature electrical connection accessories are included (used in step 6).
g. One suite case for housing all the components of the portable kit.

Fig. 1: Modified CF700 turbojet engine.

Fig. 2: A portable IUT fabrication kit; (a) interior lower level and (b) interior upper level.

Fig. 3: A portable fabrication kit.

Such a developed portable IUT fabrication kit (Figure 3) can be conveniently carried for on-site application of the technology onto target components. Figure 4 illustrates the instrumentation of two IUTs, consisting of BIT-e films with 500°C platinum paste top electrodes, onto the outer casing of the modified CF700 turbojet engine. This Figure further
shows the bonding conductive material that was applied onto the platinum paste, and the 500°C signal transmitting wires (Figure 4(b)). In general one wire would be sufficient for one IUT; however, for redundancy two wires were installed. The principle of the use of the IUT for the non-intrusive real-time and continuous internal engine temperature measurements is based on using ultrasonic pulses and determining the time of flight as reported in [7, 8].

Fig. 4: Two IUTs installed on-site at the top of the engine outer casing and (b) 500°C wires bonded to the platinum electrodes.

Additionally, for ultrasonic temperature monitoring of 500°C, IUTs were also coated onto two different engine access covers as shown in Figure 5. These access covers have also been instrumented with conventional thermocouples. In such a configuration, temperature measured by ultrasound can be compared with those measured by thermocouples. These sensors have been installed onto the modified CF700 turbojet engine as shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the typical measured ultrasonic signals traversed back and forth within the gasket thickness in pulse/echo mode at room temperature for the IUT coated onto the gaskets as shown in Fig. 6. The center frequency of these IUTs is around 11 MHz. \( L^n \) is the \( n^{th} \) round trip echo through the thickness of the gasket.

Fig. 5: Two different engine access covers equipped with 500°C IUTs.
Fig. 6: Installed access covers on the modified CF700 turbojet engine.

Fig. 7: Typical ultrasonic signals of the IUT coated onto the access covers shown in Fig. 6.

HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS ON THE ELECTRICAL IUT CONNECTORS

In order to test the fabricated IUTs made of BIT-c film and platinum top electrodes, electrical connectors, and conductive adhesive, a 25.4 mm diameter 150 mm long steel rod, simulating engine component, has been used for the deposition of IUTs (Figure 8(a)). The center frequency of these IUTs is about 10 MHz at room temperature. Such an assembly was placed into a furnace (Figure 8(b)) and thermally cycled from room temperature to 500°C. The results of two thermal cycles are shown in Figure 9. The upper two pictures on the left and two on the right indicate the ultrasonic signals with high signal to noise ratio (SNR) which traveled a distance of 300 mm and 600 mm, respectively. The lowest and right part in Figure 9 indicates the measured ultrasonic velocity profile in the steel rod during the thermal cycles. In the middle of Figure 9, the attenuation number (Attn) indicates the total loss of IUT, electrical connections and ultrasonic attenuation propagating via a round trip of the 150 mm long steel rod. At 500°C this attenuation was only 6 dB.
Fig. 8: (a) One IUT made of BIT-c films on top of a steel rod (delay line) together with top electrode, wire connection, conducting adhesive bond, electrical connector and cable; (b) 500°C thermal cycle test chamber.

Fig. 9: Thermal cycle tests of 500°C BIT-c film IUT directly coated on top of a 150 mm long steel rod including top electrode, conducting bond, wire, connector and cable.

IUTS FOR LUBRICANT OIL QUALITY AND METAL DEBRIS MONITORING

It is also the intention of this work to perform non-intrusive real-time continuous monitoring of the lubricant oil quality and metal debris in the engine oil system. For such purpose one oil sump line and one oil supply line of the turbojet engine, shown in Figure 10, are instrumented. Figure 11 illustrates the instrumented IUTs together with the necessary prototype electrical connections for the oil sump and supply line, respectively. The cables used can only sustain temperatures of up to 200°C; hence they were properly installed as shown in figure 12. Figure
13 illustrates typical measured ultrasonic signals traversed back and forth within the pipe thickness in pulse/echo mode at room temperature for the IUT coated onto the oil sump and supply lines, respectively. The center frequencies of the $L^1$ echo, shown in Fig. 13, are at 10 and 17 MHz, respectively. $L^n$ is the $n^{th}$ round trip echo through the wall thickness of the pipe. During actual operations, the ultrasonic measurements will be carried out in the transmission mode and ultrasonic signals with higher SNR than those shown in Fig. 13 are expected. Such an expectation comes from previous experiments which simulated the monitoring of lubricant quality and metal debris [9].

![Fig. 10](image1.png)

**Fig. 10:** (a) Standard engine oil sump and supply lines, (b) IUTs coated onto special oil sump and supply lines.

![Fig. 11](image2.png)

**Fig. 11:** (a) Oil sump line (b) Oil supply line equipped with IUTs and prototype electrical connections.
Fig. 12: Oil sump and supply lines installed onto the modified CF700 turbojet engine.

Fig. 13: Typical ultrasonic signals of the IUT coated onto the (a) Oil sump and (b) supply lines and operated in pulse/echo mode at room temperature.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

Employing a developed portable on-site fabrication kit, high temperature integrated ultrasonic transducers (IUTs) made of thick BIT composite piezoelectric film have been coated directly onto a modified CF700 turbojet engine outer casing, oil sump and supply lines and gaskets using a sol-gel spray technology that consists of six main steps. The top electrodes, electrical wires, conducting adhesive bond, connectors and cables have been also tested successfully at temperatures of up to 500°C. The center frequencies of these IUTs were around 10 to 17 MHz. Ultrasonic signals obtained in pulse/echo measurements of these IUTs are excellent and it is expected that high temperature ultrasonic performance will be obtained in the transmission mode as well. The potential applications of the developed IUTs include non-intrusive real-time temperature, lubricant oil quality and metal debris monitoring which will be carried out in pulse/echo and transmission mode, respectively.
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